Empowering effortless productivity: the new ACS560 Drives

Successively with the inauguration of remote service center for Drives, a new production line for the ACS560 general-purpose Drive was also unveiled. As a pioneer in Drives' technology, ABB has been providing energy efficient solutions to industries across the world. With the launch of the ACS560, ABB has created a benchmark product for the Indian market.
Specially engineered in India, ACS560 has best-in-class features for ease of commissioning, real-time monitoring and user friendliness. A true example of innovating in country for country, it has the unique Hindi language user interface, and energy calculator in Indian Rupees. It can be easily commissioned via smartphone or the icon based display for quick commissioning.

ACS560 has application macros for industries like plastic, textile, water and pharma, and includes features for uninterrupted operations during power fluctuations. The drive information in the cloud can be accessed securely with over mobility devices like smartphones.

**Highlights:**
- Ranges from 0.75 to 160 KW, 3 Phase 380 to 480 V
- Designed for pump, fan, plastics, pharma, textiles and F&B industries
- Built-in Modbus RTU, DC swinging choke, brake chopper, Safe torque off, EMC C3 filter
- Ambient support up to 55 Deg C, Coated circuit boards for harsh environments.
- Supported with ABB’s Drive tune, drive base and Energy saver web/ Mobile applications

The sales launch of the product is scheduled for the month of July, 2017.